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PROSPECTS AT FUTURE EP COLLIDERS
The FCC-he and LHeC
compared to previous DIS
experiments. The plot
indicates the placement of
key physics subjects in the
kinematics plane of x and Q2.

O. Bruning et al., PoS EPS-HEP2015 (2015) 520

Precise measurements of couplings between SM
gauge bosons and quarks and leptons are sensitive
test of new physics (search for deviations), due to its
large mass the top quark is expected to be the most
sensitive to BSM physics.
The future ep colliders oﬀers excellent
prospects for top physics.
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TOP QUARK ANOMALOUS CC/NC INTERACTIONS
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SM: σ = 0.39 pb (ep)
SM: σ = 1.14 pb (γp)

SM: σ = 16.6 pb

Measurement of top charge/isospin
and anomalous ttγ/ttZ (EDM,MDM)

High precision measurements of Vtb and
search for anomalous Wtb couplings
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CC

Search for anomalous top-Higgs couplings

4)
NC

Sensitive search for FCNC couplings
will constrain BSM models
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MEASUREMENT OF Vtb

Ø the results can also be applied
conservatively to the FCC-ep

∆|Vtb|·1000
luminosity
uncertainty

LHeC, 100 *-1
1.000 ± 0.005 (expected)
The CKM matrix element Vtb
can be measured with a precision of 0.5%
arXiv:1307.1688
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TOP QUARK CC ANOMALOUS INTERACTIONS

Dutta, Goyal, Kumar,
Mellado, arXiv:1307.1688
Kumar, Ruan, to be publ.

The updated plots for FCC-eh (a conservative estimate). The errors are
systematically limited (assumed to be similar for LHeC and FCC-eh). A better
sensitivity to the hadronic channel.
Limits of couplings at 95% C.L.
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TOP NC EDM AND MDM

➤ the results can also be applied

conservatively to the FCC-ep.
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TOP NC EDM AND MDM

➤ the results can also be applied

conservatively to the FCC-ep.
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ANOMALOUS FCNC TOP-HIGGS COUPLINGS

H. Sun
@DIS17
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ANOMALOUS FCNC TOP-HIGGS COUPLINGS

H.Sun, [arXiv:1602.04670]
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UPPER LIMITS ON BRANCHINGS

H. Sun
@DIS17
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O.Cakir, H.Denizli, I.Turk Cakir, A.
Senol, A. Yilmaz, An update since
1st FCC Physics Workshop 2017

TOP QUARK FCNC PRODUCTION
Process: e-p->e-Wq+X.
Signal cross secJons at FCC-ep
collider depending on FCNC tqγ
couplings λu and λc within the
interested range.

tuγ

PDF: NNPDF2.3

tcγ

+ similar diagrams for tcγ
(further diagrams for process e-p->e-W-q+X
with the interchange q<—>q~)
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ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
Event Generation
Top FCNC model
(MadGraph5)

For the analysis, after pre-selection cuts, we
use the analysis cuts for further background
suppression
Cut ﬂow

Hadronization
(Pythia6)

Fast Detector Simulation
(Delphes)

Event Analysis
(Root6)

Cut-0 :

at least one electron and three jets (preselecGon with default MG5 cuts)

Cut-1 :

require one of three jets as being b-tag

Cut-2 :

b-tagged jet has transverse momentum pT>35
GeV and other jets have pT>25 GeV, and electron
has pT>20 GeV

Cut-3 :

all jets have pseudo-rapidity -5.0<η<0 ; and electron
has -2.5<η<2.5

Cut-4 :

invariant mass of two jets within 50<mjj<90 GeV (for
W- boson)

Cut-5 :

invariant mass of three jets (for top) between
130<mbjj<200 GeV
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S+BW,H,Z,tt
BW,H,Z,tt
S+BW
BW
BZ
BH
Btt

600

500

400

λc= λu=0.03

S: ep→eWj
BW: ep→eWj
BZ: ep→eZj
BH: ep→eHj

Cross sections:
σW=8.611 pb
σH=0.074 pb
σZ= 0.617 pb
σtt=0.415 pb

300

200

−

Btt: ep→ett
➤ With the relevant

backgrounds
(BT=BW+BZ+BH+Btt),

100

100
S+B / B

Number of events

FCC-EP: (S+B)/B AND RELEVANT BACKGROUNDS

the ratio (S+B)/B
are shown in figure.
S+BW/BW
S+BW,H,Z,tt/BW,H,Z,tt

arXiv:1701.06932
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FCC-EP: SS PLOT
StaJsJcal signiﬁcance SS=√2[(S+BT)ln(1+S/BT)-S] for e-p->e-+bjet+2j with tqγ
FCNC interacJons. Here, we assume equal coupling scenario λu = λc = λ.
All relevant backgrounds
(BT) are included,
3σ significance:
at λ=0.01 for Lint=40/fb.
* Compare with
LHeC when
λq=0.01 for
Lint=80/fb.

We ﬁnd 3σ signal signiﬁcance result to reach an upper limit λ=0.01, with
integrated luminosity of 40/p at FCC-ep and 80/p at LHeC. This limit on the
coupling can also be translated to the branching raJo BR(t—>qγ)=2x10-5.
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CONCLUSION
§ In this talk we present a short overview of the top physics at the ep colliders,
which has a rich top physics programme. The selected results include, but not
limited to:
ü SensiBvity to Wtb vertex with fVL ~10-3 and fTL ~10-2
ü The CKM matrix element Vtb with a precision of 0.5%
ü Anomalous Tγ / TZ couplings with precision 0.20/0.6 (EDM) and 0.05/0.9
(MDM)
ü Improvement in probing top-Higgs FCNC couplings to have BR(tàqh)~10-3
comparing to current LHC experiments
ü CP nature of TH couplings can be tested to ζt~π/5 (at LHeC)
ü Top FCNC tqγ couplings can be measured down to λq~10-2 and it can be
translated into branching raBo BR(tàqγ) ~2x10-5 at the FCC-eh
§ Some of these topics are being studied with the updated LHeC and FCC-eh
Delphes detector simulaJon.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS OF EP COLLIDERS

LHeC
7 TeV proton of LHC
and 60 GeV electron
( s ~1.3 TeV)

FCC-he
50 TeV proton of FCC
and 60 GeV electron
( s ~ 3.5 TeV)

COMPARISON: TOP FCNC AT LHC
Based on proton-proton collisions at 8 TeV within the CMS detector at the LHC
at an integrated luminosity of 19.8 p-1, the limits (95% CL) on the top quark
FCNC couplings

BR(t→uγ)=1.7x10-4
BR(t→cγ)=2.2x10-3
CMS Collab.JHEP04(2016)035

